
MedXpert
Elevate Your Operations and  
Clinical Excellence with Our Integrated  
Digital Solution and Human expertise,  
All in One Subscription Package

MedXpert is the only tech enabled services that 
can manage inventory for both open and closed 
area with included clinical expert. Sustaining optimal 
practices require a significant investment of time and 
resources over the years. With MedXpert, evaluate 
and enhance your practices annually.

Key benefits of MedXpert 

Take command and access your ADC fleet 
inventory from anywhere
Quality Oversight: Grant visibility to all members from any 
location within your facility.

Dashboard Customization: Configure your personalized 
dashboard view and receive alerts for practice deviations.

Swift Inventory Optimization: Take prompt stock 
optimization actions by directly adjusting your par level 
through MedXpert.

Elevated traceability for your narcotics
Traceability: Achieve a fully digital audit trail - capturing 
the What, Who, When, and Where of each Controlled Drug 
transaction.

Easier investigation: Convenient access to usage, returns, 
and discrepancies

Replace traditional CD registers with a fully digital 
alternative: Customisable and exportable hospital-wide.

Receive two annual consultations with clinical 
consultant
Crafting narratives from data: Assisting in comprehending 
your data and essential practices.

Quantify for optimisation: Establishing your baseline annually 
and identifying enhancements and return on investment 
opportunities

Prioritise what matters to you: Delving into excess stock, 
stockouts, expired medications, and Controlled Drug dispensing. 

DATA  
INTELLIGENCE

Manages inventory from 
Omnicell ADC XT cabinets 

or handheld devices  
for hospital wards  

without ADC

HUMAN  
EXPERTISE

Unlock insights with our 
clinical experts for better 

medication inventory 
management
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Data intelligence, improved visibility.  
Actionable insights. Better outcomes

Log in anywhere  within your organization
   Provide visibility to any members of your team at hospital and trust level
   An easy-to-use web-based solution from anywhere
   User right flexibility and capabilities

Deep dive with advanced reportings
   Identify your bottlenecks, investigate, explore
   Range of reportings: Inventory, restock, usage, stock optimization (+120)
   Easy to understand, actionable usage reports with recommended stock levels

Effortless CD tracking, documentation and control
   100% paperless audit trail: Who, When, Where of each CD transaction
   Easy access to usage, returns, discrepancies
   A 100% digital alternative to physical CD Register:  
Customizable, exportable hospital-wide

Human expertise: 2 yearly touchpoints included

Your concerns
"I want to ensure optimal medication management across all wards."

Our human expertise included 
with MedXpert subscription 

   Customise your own 
dashboards

   Identify optimisation  
possibilities

Touchpoint 1:  
Assess & Consult

   Navigate through  
MedXpert Software

  Baseline of key metrics
  Action plan 

A la carte Advisory Programs for enhanced support and success available from our Professional Services Catalog 

Available from Omnicenter 26.0

Touchpoint 2:  
Review & Consult

   Navigate through  
MedXpert Software

  Evaluate enhancements
  Action plan


